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Fungi + Mycelium as 
Sustainable Materials 



In this two-part lecture/workshop we will learn about the 
ecology of fungi, how to work with these organisms as a 
sustainable material, and the potentials they hold 
towards remediating (cleaning up) some of the world’s 
most dangerous pollution.

We will cover the biochemistry and taxonomy of fungi 
and learn about their unique physiology. Focusing on 
what allows these organisms to live and thrive in harsh 
environments. 

Each student will purchase a mycelial grow-kit from 
Ecovative, that we will animate (wake-up) together. Our 
sleeping mycelium will need 4 days to wake up. On day 5 
we will take our mycelium and place it into a mold (or 
cast) to make a shape or an object. 

Mycelium can be used to replace things like styrofoam, 
MDF and particle board, plastic containers, and other 
synthetic household materials. We can also use mycelium 
to grow sculptural artwork, too! 

Instructors will work with students to develop their 
concepts and ideas, as well as to assist with any questions 
that come up for the cultivation process. 



Materials you will need: 

Part 1:
● 1 grow kit from Ecovative
● 4 tbsp flour
● 3 cups of water
● Isopropyl alcohol
● Gloves
● Duct tape
● Scissors
● A dark/quiet place to put your 

bag
 
Part 2:

● Plastic bag, plastic sheeting or 
plastic bin (to create humidity 
chamber)

● A mold or cast for your object 
(will clarify on day 1)



Kaitlin Bryson is an ecological artist and 
mycologist concerned with environmental and 
social justice. Her art practice and activism are 
focused on biological applications of healing, 
responding to the pervasive persistence of harm in 
the world. Bryson works with fungi as resource, 
metaphor and collaborators for her land-based 
remediation and healing projects. 

Bryson has worked on environmental justice and 
bioremediation projects in New Mexico, Michoacán 
Mexico and Siddhathanagar, Nepal. Her work has 
been published in LOAM Magazine, featured in 
Permaculture Magazine and the books, “From Dream 
to Dream: Where Science Meets Art” (Artisan House 
Publishing) and “DIY Mushroom Cultivation: Growing 
Mushrooms at Home for Food, Medicine, and Soil 
(Homegrown City Life) (New Society Publishers).

In 2018 Bryson received an MFA in Art & Ecology from 
the University of New Mexico and has since received 
support from the Lannan and Mellon Foundations to 
support art-based, ecological research in Ireland, 
Mexico and Nepal. Bryson’s work has been shown in 
Los Angeles, Albuquerque and Santa Fe, NM and 
Portland, OR and her work will be featured in the 
upcoming Carlow Arts Festival in Ireland. She is 
currently the assistant to the director of the UCLA 
ArtSci Center, and Program Coordinator of SciArt Lab 
+ Studio.
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